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Most of the plants in the Catalina Mountains evolved with fire and have 
adaptations to prove it. Oaks, the most common trees in the Catalinas, can 
be burned to a crisp and yet resprout. So can grasses. Their roots don’t 
burn, and new stems soon emerge and reach for the sky. Even where the 
Bighorn Fire was most severe – on the north side of Mt. Lemmon – the 
resprouting silverleaf oaks were over three feet tall in May of 2021, less 
than a year after the fire. 

Higher up the mountain are the pines and firs. Most species can’t resprout 
like an oak, and their ability to cope with fire depends on their protective 
armor. Douglas fir, Ponderosa pine, and Arizona pine have thick bark that 
protects the cambium, the sensitive tissues that carry nutrients and water 
within the tree. Still, if these species are severely burned, they die. New 
recruits must come from the seeds of nearby survivors, seeds with papery 
wings that typically fall not more than a hundred yards from the tree. Most 

of the Bighorn Fire left a scatter of surviving trees as seed sources, espe-
cially in places like the Wilderness of Rocks, because rocks don’t burn. 
But on the north slopes of Mt. Lemmon, the Bighorn Fire wiped out large 
swaths of pine and fir. Lacking a seed source, and with a hotter climate 
increasingly hostile to pine and fir seedlings, these slopes will likely come 
back as an oak shrubland. 

Along the base of the mountain is Sonoran Desert scrubland, comprised 
of plants that are adapted to survive drought, not fire. They conserve 
water in all sorts of ways, including the trick of having few leaves or 
none. The palo verde tree and the saguaro make their food from the sun 
with photosynthetic bark or skin – that’s why they’re green. But if this 
thin green tissue is scorched by fire, it can’t grow back. With the recent 
spread of exotic fire-adapted species like buffelgrass and fountain grass 
comes the threat of losing the palo verde and saguaro. In 2019 the Mercer 

If you thought the Bighorn wildfire of 2020 was frightening, imagine if you were a plant. No legs, no 
running away.  First smoke, then flames - and then what? What happens after the fire is out? It depends on 
the plant and its evolutionary history. 
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NATURAL HISTORY OF THE SONORAN DESERT 
October 30 & 31; 8:00 a.m.- 4:30 p.m. 
Become more knowledgeable about the animals, 
plants and landscape of the Sonoran Desert!  
This two-day class covers desert ecology, climate, 
mammals, birds, reptiles, botany, and geology. 
We will take a plant hike, get a behind-the-scenes 
tour through the herpetology building, and have 
the opportunity to meet some animals up-close. 
Members $140; Non-Members $155. 

Douglas fir, 
Ponderosa pine, 
and Arizona pine 

have thick bark that 
protects the 

cambium, the 
sensitive tissues 

that carry nutrients 
and water within 

the tree.

RANCHO DE LA OSA • DECEMBER 3 – 5 
Enjoy the ambiance of this exceptionally historic 

ranch.  It rests in the desert grasslands along 
Arizona’s southern border with the dramatic 

backdrop of Baboquivari Peak always in view. 
We will visit the Buenos Aires National Wildlife 

Refuge, which offers birding for the masked 
bobwhite quail, take a geology hike, and tour 

the border town of Sasabe. Come nighttime, 
we are treated to cowboy poetry, ranch stories, 

and a star-studded sky.  $850.

RÍO SONORA HERITAGE TOUR 
January 14 - 17, 2022 
Travel to tiny Banámichi and become 
immersed in rich Mexican culture. We’ll 
explore towns along the Río Sonora, 
experiencing the local way of life. 
Highlights include: talented musicians, a 
performance by Cecytes Folklorico dance 
troupe, and an afternoon in a mesquite 
bosque watching Mezcaleros work an 
active Bacanora still. $1150

For more details and to register for classes and trips: 520-883-3025 or desertmuseum.org/adultclasses

BAJA PENINSULA •  NORTH TO SOUTH
APRIL 2 - 13, 2022 
Led by Jesús García and geologist Bob Scarborough, we 
motorcoach down the entire length of Baja, from chapar-
ral through fertile coastal habitat, into a bizarre desert 
featuring forests of cirio (boojum) and cardón. We get off 
the grid for a two-day gray whale “glamping” experience. 
Southern coastlines boast white sand beaches, marine 
life and iconic Baja landscapes. Price TBD.

Adult Classes & Trips with the Desert Musuem!
Take a class! Take a trip!

...continued from cover

fire in the Catalinas was ignited with a lightning strike 
and dense patches of buffelgrass fueled the deaths of 
dozens of saguaros and palo verde trees before being 
extinguished by the monsoon. The buffelgrass soon 
resprouted, ready to deliver the final blow with the next 
bolt of lightning.  

The lightning that ignited the Bighorn Fire struck in 
desert grassland, above the Sonoran Desert scrub. 

Heat rises, and the fire raced uphill into oak woodland 
and beyond, but crept downhill into the scrub, where 
a combination of wind, rock, and fire lines created by 
hardworking crews kept it from reaching the thickest 
stands of buffelgrass. The Desert Museum is leading 
efforts to control buffelgrass and fountain grass, and 
to preserve the keystone species of the Sonoran Desert, 
the saguaro, for generations to come. 

Close-up of Ponderosa Pine’s thick, layered bark.
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we hope our staff, volunteers, 
donors, members, and visitors 

recognize that for the Museum to 
protect biodiversity requires we 

embrace human diversity.

the Executive Director 
of the Arizona-Sono-
ra Desert Museum, I 
spend a lot of time re-

flecting on how to better execute our 
mission and increase our relevancy 
within our community. Today, I write 
directly to you, with great humility and 
a confession because we are not fully 
meeting these goals. The truth is, there 
is no way we can, if we do not center the 
knowledge that harmony in the natu-
ral world depends on people, as we are 
both the largest threat to and the great-
est resource in ensuring the conservation 
of the Sonoran Desert. When I think 
about people, internal and external to 
the Museum, I know that we have not 
done enough to ensure that we are fos-
tering love and appreciation, and honor-
ing everyone’s connection to the Sonoran 
Desert. For far too long, we have shied 
away from conversations about race, abil-
ity, environmental justice, and all of the 
complicated realities affecting the people 
of this region.  

 With this in mind, we have been taking a 
hard look at ourselves and our programs, 
practices, and policies. Staff are commit-
ted to using what we learn to transition to 
a more diverse, equitable, accessible, and 
inclusive organization. To succeed will re-
quire that we understand and accept our 
strengths and weaknesses as well as learn 
what steps we need to take to ensure our 
mission is more than words on our web-
site, but a living, breathing commitment 
to the desert and the people who love it.  

We know a thorough self-examination 
of our policies, practices, and programs 
is necessary for us to build a more equi-
table future. Therefore, we hired Justice 
Outside to lead us through the explora-
tion, analysis, planning, and initial steps 
of this process. Justice Outside believes 
that people of all ages and backgrounds 
should enjoy, explore, and find meaning-
ful work in the outdoors. From healing 
to exploration, from community build-
ing to self-discovery, they know that the 
environment provides important physi-
cal and mental health benefits. Well 
versed as mentors for people and organi-
zations who are committed to greater 
awareness and weaving social justice into 
the fabric of organizational culture, they 
are working with us to identify specific 
steps so that we may become a more di-
verse organization. 

We believe this initiative will bring about 
positive change that will help us recruit 
and retain a more diverse workforce as well 
as engage a broader base of members and 
visitors. This work won’t be easy or hap-
pen overnight. However, we hope our staff, 
volunteers, donors, members, and visitors 
recognize that for the Museum to protect 
biodiversity requires we embrace human 
diversity. We need to identify and elimi-
nate systemic barriers so that we create an 
inclusive environment wherein people feel 
comfortable, welcomed, and respected. 
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arizona-sonora desert museum’s

Fill out the crossword 
puzzle to learn more about 

your desert backyard!
SonoranSonoran

DesertDesert
CrosswordCrossword

 social
media
spotlight

Hey Kids!

 We love seeing 
the Museum 

through 
your eyes!

Tag @desertmuseum 
and use #desertmuseum 

for a chance 
to be featured!

BATS
PREDATORS
RED

TREES
NOCTURNAL
KINGSNAKE

TUNA
SCORPION
PACKRAT

HERBIVORES
RINGTAIL
SAGUARO

DEN
WOODPECKER
DOE

Wordbank:

ACROSS
3. Home for foxes
4. Desert rodent that collects shiny items
5.  Bird that creates holes in saguaros to make a nest
8.  An animal with eight legs, a stinger, and pincers
10. Common name for the iconic Carnegia gigantia
11.  Animals active at night
15. Gray foxes are great at climbing

DOWN
1.  Animals that must hunt other animals for food
2.  A snake that eats rattlesnakes
6.  Animals with a plant rich diet 
7. Arizona’s State Mammal 
9.  A female deer is called a
12. Another name for the red fruit on prickly pear 
13. Colorful name for a baby javelina 
14. The only mammals that can fly

5.

6.

9.

8.

1.

2.
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In honor of  Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mundall
De Ann and Michael Stirling

In honor of Cindy Rieck
Gerri Heffron

In honor of Ruth Shaw Brown
David and Mae Brown

In honor of Susan Small
The Stonewall Foundation

In honor of Bosh Specio
Marisa and Chad Livesay

In honor of Leigh Stevens
Ms. Julie Robinson

In honor of Karen and 
   Charles “Punch” Woods
Jo and Neal H. Bowker

IN MEMORY OF 
In memory of Rocky “Squish” Becker
Jeremy Cook

In memory of Elizabeth A. Buchanan
Anonymous
Michele Ferandell

In memory of Gerald Camus
Elizabeth Camus

In memory of Paul W. “Pete” Cella
Michele Klamerus

In memory of Carol Comolli
R Kevin Platt

In memory of George V. Freese
Sherri McGahan

In memory of Marian Goldman Wilcox
Van Nuys High School Science Club

In memory of Gerald “Jerry” Hoeft 
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Jay R. Allen
Elaine R. Balch
Karen and Dean Christianson
Helen and Ed Cox

Dr. and Mrs. Howard McDonald
Karen Reaban
 
In memory of Alamosa Mountain Lion
Ginny Bond

In memory of John Stuart Pearse 
Judy and Roger E. Carpenter

In memory of Judith B. Pomerantz
Anonymous
Jo Rene and Dennis Battock, M.D.
Dr. and Mrs. Bernard Berson
Arnold P. Etelson
Barbara Evers
Dr. and Mrs. William Greenberg
Karen and Mark A. Julien
Jason Kania
Susan and Donald I. Katz
Lisa Miranda
Alison and Ben Pomerantz
Kathleen and Richard Scranton

In memory of Ike S. Rhodes
Ian Katz
Gypsy and David Lyle
Renee Mathur
Katheryn Skjei

In memory of Sarah Tedford
Mauldin Dorozenski

In memory of Frances A. and 
   William R. Tickner
Polly Tickner

In memory of James R. Todd
Julie Todd-Cundiff and James Cundiff
Mari N. Jensen

In memory of Patricia Tsouras
Joyce Bishop
Thomas Frankenfield and 
   Judith A. Casey
Neil Franklin
Susan Lopez
Lee Hausler
Patricia Rollins

In memory of Mary Ann Weeks
Wilbur T. Weeks

In memory of Virginia Zachariasen 
Jane Gastineau

Mr. Arthur W. Dennison
Marlene Douglas
Judith and Lawrence Effken
Michael Hoeft
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Jorgenson
Thomas and Bonnie Mardian
Penelope and John Parsons
Sandy Salz and Maureen Salz
Mr. and Mrs. Terrence Saxton
Barbara and Larry F. Scout
Susan and Donato Valdivia

In memory of Abraham “Abe” Lackow
Norma Lackow
Jake Lackow

In memory of Eleanor D. Lee
Joyce Broan
Ludwig M. Deepisch

In memory of Georgina Lipsey
Alexandra and Robert Lindsay

In memory of Mary Lou Manders
JoAn Stolley

In memory of Shannan K. Marty
Tom Alexander
Kristina Allen
Robin and John Baade
Scott Baird
Debbie and Joseph Barber
Beth Dannheim Agency Inc
Richard Bonelli
Eve Bushman
Ken C. Carlin
Kathy Alexander and Paul Lindsey
Cathy Davis
Kristen and Monte DelMonte
Sharon and Michael Deyer
Dr. Eugene W. Friesen
John M. Gunyou
Ana Holcomb
Jennifer and Basil Horner
Deborah Howard Jacob and Jeff Jacob
Maryann M Johnson
Lynn and Chris Karabinas
Blake Kelly
Dan and Mary Kretschmer
Peter and Lanah Laplander
John Lubliner
Mary Belle and Richard C. McCorkle
Al LeCount and Cheryl Mollohan
Bret Muter and Kerk Ferguson
Linda Palmer
Jerald Pendleton
Mary Lou Rogers
Sharon, Marci, and Stewart Rooks
Matthew J Shobert
Drs. Philip & Kathleen Silvers
Sarah and David C. Smallhouse
Elinor Thompson
Tierra Antigua Realty
Niki and Phil Tilicki
Watland & Allen, PLLC
Brenda and Bruce Wilbur

MAJOR DONORS +$10,000
Lee Compton
Bert W. Martin Foundation
The Stonewall Foundation
P & M Baldwin Foundation
Edna Gray
Robert G. and Martha G. West 
   Charitable Fund II
Estate of Dean F. Kennedy
Lynn and Richard McKenna
Karen Reaban
“Desert Ron”
Estate of Bernard D. Stanley

IN HONOR OF
In honor of Christian Allan
Sara Allan

In honor of Addison Appel 
Angela and Joshua Appel

In honor of Anabelle Bourque
Linda and Bill Robinson-Nelson 

In honor of Lee Compton
Barbara Eckel

In honor of Donna Corbin
Sally Malenka

In honor of Lily Day
Sara Parke

In honor of Anna Heyer
Karen and Gary Price

In honor of Jan Johnson
William Roemer

In honor of Renee Lizotte
Patricia Marmillion

In honor of Doris E. Manning
Ms. Mary A. Giltner and 
   Mr. Steve Wheaton

In honor of Chriso F. Mellis
Sondra Sharee

   

DONOR
recognition
The creation of a thousand forests is in one acorn. 
    - Raalph Waldo Emerson

OCTOBER 16 & 17 
ANNUAL PLANT SALE

More info: 
desertmuseum.org/plantsale

Ever wondered what 
it’s like to feel the 

brush of various 
birds-of-prey?

Our popular program, 
Raptor Free Flight, 

starts on October 30! 
There is no better 

time to watch these 
amazing aerialists 

than in early November. 
Pro tip: Please arrive 

at least 20 minutes 
early to park and walk 

to the viewing areas. 

READY 
SET 
FLY!

Shows are daily 

(except Wednesday) 

at 10:00 a.m. 

Power your passion for the Arizona-Sonora 
Desert Museum! Your donation supports 
the Desert Museum’s mission, as well as 
what matters most to you. Whether it is 
supporting animals, gardens, education, 

conservation, or art, your generosity 
maintains the Museum as a world-class 

organization, right here in Tucson, Arizona. 

Support something you love..

THANKS TO YOU we are able to continue 
our great work in the Sonoran Desert. 

There’s no 
museum

without “u”.

Curious about more 
ways to support? 
Contact philanthropy
@desertmuseum.org  

Discover
and
purchase
plants 
that attract
pollinators!

5/
21

-7
/2

1

PLANT WITH 
A PURPOSE! 
Fall is the perfect 
time to refresh your 
landscape (especially 
after all of this rain)! 

7:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
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ARIZONA-SONORA
DESERT MUSEUM

The mission of the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum is to inspire people to live in harmony with 
the natural world by fostering love, appreciation, and understanding of the Sonoran Desert.

Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum 
2021 N Kinney Rd., Tucson, AZ 85743-9719 

Phone (520) 883-2702 • Fax (520) 883-2500 
www.desertmuseum.org

The Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum is a non-profit 
organization. No part of this newsletter may be used 

without permission. All rights reserved. ©2021

Editor: Catherine Bartlett
Design & Layout: Nancy Serensky

Photo Credits: Rhonda Spencer, Jay Pierstorff

The Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum is located on the 
ancestral lands of the Tohono O’odham (Desert People). 

DESERT
MUSEUM
ARTS 
UPDATE

Reserve your copy now. 
Email: arts@desertmuseum.org

Reserve your copy of Treasured Legacies today! 
This new book from Desert Museum Press will take 

you through 70 years of education and conservation 
at the Museum. Delight in the charming scratchboard 

art of Priscilla Baldwin and her message of 
“Conservation: The Gift of Life”.

This exhibition in the Ironwood Gallery explores how ani-
mals inspire appreciation of the natural world, highlights 
our connection to the animal kingdom, and to our own 
humanity. Animal Impressions is a collection of works 
from members of the Society of Animal Artists that con-
sider and interpret these questions through a variety of 
mediums. 

ANIMAL IMPRESSIONS
August 21 - November 7, 2021

OCTOBER GALLERY HOURS
9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. Daily

Visit our art shop in the Ironwood Gallery! 
It is full of works by artists whose pieces 

appear in the Vanishing Circles collection. 
We also have stickers, books, bronze sculp-

tures and more. Can’t decide what to get? 
Let Rachel Ivanyi take you on a virtual 

behind-the-scenes adventure to shop for 
original art online or at the Museum. 

ART STORES
Live and online!

FALL ART CLASSES

...as an artist while enjoying the Desert Museum. The Art Institute 
offers individual classes as well as a certificate of completion program in 
nature art. The unique backdrop of the Museum becomes your classroom, 
while you draw, paint, or photograph birds, mammals, insects, and desert 
botanicals. For a full listing of classes visit our website www.desertmu-
seumarts.com or call 520-883-3024. 

Discover your talent...


